
Supervisor Meeting Minutes 12 
 
Date & Time: 08 Apr 2019, 17:45 PM  -  19:30 PM 
Venue: SIS Meeting 5-1 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Eng Teck, Samantha,  Zhen Yao, Yi Fang,  Professor Hwee 
Xian 
Absentees:  
 

S/N Item Actions 

 Agenda 
1. FYP Final Rehearsal  

Team 

1 FYP Final Rehearsal  
 
Eng Teck started off with the presentation slide, introducing the 
demonstration workflow of the presentation and the demo.  
 
Yifang started off with the demonstration by logging in as the surveyor. 
 
 
Hwee Xian suggest increasing the size of the window (Ctrl + Scroll up) to 
help make things clearer for the reviewers. 
 
Yi Fang, upon going into the job, turns off the wifi and proceeds to fill up 
the acknowledge.  
 
Yi Fang proceeds to do the uploading of signature and company stamp 
for the surveyor and proceeds to carry out signing and stamping the 
surveyor checklist form. 
 
Hwee Xian mentioned that not having the latest update for the signature 
and stamp displaying might confuse users. 
 
Yi fang then carried on with uploading job related pictures and showcased 
the suggestive captioning function. 
 
Prof Hwee Xian asked if the picture captioning 
 are static or dynamic. 
She also enquired if the function can only work online. 
 
Yi Fang then proceeds to demonstrate the generation of the report 
 
Hwee xian asked when does the job status shows as completion -> upon 
submission of the surveyor checklist. 
 

 



Yi Fang then tried generating the PDF, but the status showed that its 
failed. 
 
Hwee xian mentioned why there was additional photos that wasn’t 
uploaded into the job being displayed on final report 
 
Hwee Xian asked about the telegram notification part, why we did not 
show the Telegram Notification  
 
Hwee Xian was unsure when will the interaction of the demonstration 
come into play, such as uploading photos. 
 
Hwee Xian adviced to increase the level of interaction. Wants more 
roleplay while increasing some fields to input on their own. 
 
Hwee Xian said that it is quite obvious that we switch on wifi for photo 
upload. She advice to re-run the flow again i.e. maybe upload the picture 
first where the scenario still has wifi, before turning it off when the 
surveyor goes onboard. 
 
Hwee Xian advice for the picture upload function, can say that because of 
demonstration purposes, can say to upload more than 1 vessel photos. 
 
Eng teck proceed to go to the overview of the UT/UAT session of the 
slides. Hwee Xian advised him to display the proposal date as well. 
Prof also advised to change the header from UAT to UAT/UT. 
Finally, she advised that due to time constraint, can summarise UAT 1 
and UAT 2 (condensed into one slide) as well as what changes was 
made. Date to be put with each UT/UAT as well. 
 
 Hwee Xian advice that for every UT, talk about the summary of the 
details.  
1) Quantitative Result 2 )Qualitative Result 3) Action Plan after the result 
Result may not want to put in numbers like this, advice is to color code it 
or improve the visuals to allow prof to see better.  
 
Change to 1 decimal place for the result. Pass change to green color, all 
4 users were able to perform said task, however they did have feedback 
on it. 
 
Demo → technical stuff →  Design Attributes → UT 
 
In demo, should relate back to value to sponsor  
 
Solution architecture also have production server + staging server. 
 
Shift product quality to project management, or maybe talk about design 



attributes later on. 
 
For Technical complexities, put on one slide for mid term and finals for 
easier comparison and use better phrasing for them. Key thing is to have 
a set of distinct points to talk about each, (uploading vs retrieval etc) 
 
Offline sync for midterm, keep it as it is but indicate its from midterm 
 
Change the text colour from cyan to another in offline cache. 
 
Yi fang then explains how service worker is related to cache api and the 
flow of it in the slide. Hwee Xian says to mention a good amount of details 
to ensure we don’t oversimplify the concept. 
 
Hwee Xian suggest having one slide for all midterms technical 
complexities on how it works. Pick like one or two things to talk about 
briefly, perhaps show a pseudo code if possible. 
 
Can add in digital signature for our final technical complexity. 
 
Ease of use usability, cant see the image. Have animation to zoom in, or 
show a segment of it, or even use a hard copy. 
 
MVC model should lavel the client, explain it a little bit better by explaining 
why we chose MVC or the advantages in it. Suggest some functions that 
the client may want in the future and may want to add later on. Billing 
module etc can be implemented in the future.  
 
Load testing performance text is too small, either make it bigger or zoom 
in. Or print out those few slides that are too small. The axis of the graphs 
are unlabelled, so must mentioned them in the presentation. To increase 
the number of virtual users to like 50, to justify our estimation of the 
usually 30-40 concurrent users after it goes live. 
 
Hwee Xian asked the security feature for the BLOB file storage. She 
mentioned that in some articles she read, it wasn't the preferred method, 
thus Sam suggest if possible to just remove the slide. 
 
Project scope before after can put in one slide, strikethrough to show 
those removed, green color to show newly added. Tick to show 
completion. 
 
Project schedule just need to highlight those parts that have been 
changed, currently it's too small on slides. 
 
Hwee Xian advice that for every page, always think of what is the key 
message we want to bring across; need to have a key message and 



information. 
Hwee Xian ask for the time source during the time savings, i.e. where do 
we get the numbers from. Emphasis its from the experts that we timed for 
To-Be, or have given to us for As-Is. 
 
X-factor first part can lead right into the time savings in the next slide. 
 
To change the 2nd X-Factor from parallel, can say that there’s 10 real 
jobs generating the report. 
 
Hwee Xian suggest glossing over certain metrics to save time. To hit 
demonstration within 10-12 minutes. 
 
To include a projected slide of HOTO before X-Factor. Who to hand over, 
date and what to hand over. 

2 Comment / To Do 
 
Surveyor checklist the reference number and general details not 
displayed. Not able to save the data upon refreshing. 

 

 
Done by: Anthony Tan 
Vetted by: Zhen Yao 
 
 


